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Vision

Tricentia Academy’s learning community is an educational partnership that will provide
high quality experiences which nurture the development of all 21st Century Learners in a
safe, inclusive and socially just environment. We will prepare students to meet the
challenges of a diverse and ever-changing global society.

Value

Organization:
We value 1. Resources to support learning

2. Working together to support learning

Teaching and Learning:
We value 1. Celebrating all students successes as a means of motivation

2. Helping students to understand the importance of lifelong learning in
the 21st century

3. Meeting needs of all learners through inclusive teaching
strategies/differentiated instruction

Leadership:
We value 1. Shared leadership within our school community

2. Shared decision-making

Culture and Climate:
We value 1. A healthy, active learning environment

2. A safe and caring school
3. Respect for self and others
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Director’s Message
June 2015

This school development report for the 2014-15 school year outlines your school’s
successes and highlights matters such as student achievement and professional
development.

The formulation of a school development report is the result of significant planning and
input from the entire school community. A thorough plan lays the foundation for a
productive and successful school year and will be beneficial to every member of the
school community, most importantly the students of your school.

As we conclude the first year of the District’s 2014-2017 Strategic Plan, I would like to
thank our school communities, administrators, teachers, support staff, school councils and
community volunteers for their participation and input. Your efforts to develop and
implement previous plans have helped to ensure a focus on student success and
achievement at all levels. I sincerely thank all involved for the work undertaken as
enhanced collaboration within our school communities sets a great example for our
students.

School development reports outline some amazing and encouraging initiatives and I am
proud to see the great work being undertaken by schools throughout the Newfoundland
and Labrador English School District. Looking forward, I am optimistic about the
progress we will make as we continue to build upon these plans and continue to provide a
quality education for every student in our District.

Sincerely,

Darrin Pike
CEO/Director of Education
Newfoundland and Labrador English School District
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Message from Principal

In the spring of 2012 Tricentia Academy participated in a school development review.
The process involved an external team visiting the school and engaging students,
teachers, parents, and administration in a comprehensive review of all policies and
practices. Following the review, the external team met with all staff at Tricentia to
present the finding of the review process. During our professional development sessions,
time was given for staff to reflect on the many positive things happening at our school.
In addition, our school community considered the recommendations presented by the
external review team. In consultation with school council, we developed a four year plan
that will guide the teaching and learning process. We are currently working on year three
of our plan. School development plans are continuously reviewed and adjusted to reflect
the fluctuating needs of students. School development serves as the focal point for
discussion and input for our school council. In the spring of 2016, Tricentia Academy
will again participate in the review process of the school development cycle.

To reinforce the academic program, Tricentia Academy continues to offer a variety of
activities that foster a well-rounded learning environment for all students. The
instructional program is supported by a large number of co-curricular initiatives offered
by many volunteers from the staff and various communities that we serve. As a result,
we are very grateful for the large number of individuals who dedicate a tremendous
amount of time to our students.

Teachers at Tricentia Academy will continue to participate in the learning and
development of inclusionary practices. As a result of this Department of Education
initiative, our teachers have been and will be actively engaged in many professional
development sessions in order to create the optimal inclusive learning environment for
our students.

Tricentia Academy encourages all stakeholders to be actively involved in student
learning. We are blessed to have tremendous parents who support our students and
teachers in many ways. As a result, we look forward to ongoing collaboration and input
that will have positive influences for our students.

Russ Peddle
Principal
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The following individuals served as members of the 2014-2015 School Council:

Russ Peddle (Principal) Administration
Wayne Coombs Administration
Lori Hollett (Chairperson) Parent/Arnold’s Cove
Debbie Barrett Parent/Southern Harbour
Rodney Hynes Parent/Arnold’s Cove
Melinda Goodwin Parent/Arnold’s Cove
Betty Guy Teacher
Karen Hollett Teacher
Trina Guy Community Representative

Over the past year, our school council discussed many educational issues/programs and
worked closely with the administrative staff at Tricentia Academy to foster a climate of
improvement. We reviewed external data results, analyzed the school development plan,
Safe and Caring School surveys and other selected data. Feedback and suggestions were
discussed as a part of the School Development process. In addition, we discussed several
life skills and wellness programs such as bullying, drug awareness, and LGBTQ
initiatives. Other topics discussed included fundraising, school sports, extracurricular
activities, safety, teacher allocations and concerns brought forward from parents.

The school council offers an excellent opportunity for parents/guardians to become
involved in the school community. We hope to encourage more parents/guardians to join
us as we work together to provide a safe and productive learning environment for our
students.

Lori Hollett (Chair)
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Overview of School

Our School Community

Tricentia Academy has an enrollment of 240 students from Kindergarten to Level Three. The class sizes range from 14 to 30 students.
Tricentia Academy serves students from Arnold’s Cove, Southern Harbour, Sunnyside, Come-By-Chance, Little Harbour and
Arnold’s Cove Station. We have 20 teachers supported by two caretakers and one secretary. From the school district we are
supported by a number of program specialists, itinerant teachers and an educational psychologist. We also avail of other professionals
from Health Care and Justice.

Key Highlights/Special Projects

Tricentia Academy Awards Program

The Awards Program at Tricentia Academy is completed in two phases: Kindergarten to Grade 9 and Level 1 to Level 3.
Kindergarten to Grade 9 awards are given out at the closing assembly in June. Level 1 to Level 3 awards are given out in a ceremony
prior to the Christmas break. Both programs are supported by many businesses and individuals from our school community.

Kids Eat Smart Program

Tricentia Academy’s Breakfast Club continues to be a huge success. This community-based program continues to build on
procedures and routines from last year. We are hoping to expand this program to five days a week from four. This program is
currently facilitated by the Do-IT crew consisting of Kerry Fahey, Annie Butler, Ernestine Monk, Marguerite Smith, Jackie Reid,
Elizabeth Power, Sharon Penney and Bernadette Allen. The crew facilitates provision of nutritious breakfast choices served to our
students three times per week. This is a major accomplishment that is made possible as a result of the tremendous support offered by
these volunteers. On behalf of the students, parents and teachers we would like to sincerely thank all individuals who contribute to
this valuable service.
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Living Healthy Commotion and Terry Fox Run/Walk

The Living Healthy Commotion and Terry Fox Run has become an annual event that many of our students and teachers participate in.
For the Terry Fox Run/Walk, we avail of the Arnold’s Cove Fire Department to assist us in leading the way. The contribution in
sponsorships collected by our students in September 2014 was over three thousand dollars.

For our living Healthy Commotion students participated in a variety of activities that included both physical and mental challenges.
There were many presenters and leaders from the surrounding communities, each contributing to the success of the day. Students also
were able to partake in nutritious snacks provided by our Breakfast Program volunteers.

Speak-Off Grades 7-11

Speak-Off was help within the school for two divisions, Grade Four and Five and Grades Six to Nine. Four participants from each
division, along with participants from Levels I – III, took part in the Lion’s Club Speak-Off held at Tricentia. The first, second and
third place winners moved on to the Local Zone Competition held at South West Arm.

Roots of Empathy

The Roots of Empathy Program has been running at our school for the past three years. This is a pro-social anti-bullying program that
is delivered internationally, with a baby as the teacher and the guidance counselor as the facilitator. It has shown significant effects in
reducing levels of aggression among school age children while raising social/emotional competence and increasing empathy.

LGBTQ/Inclusion Committee

This committee has been run at our school for the past four years to show support for people with different sexual orientations or
abilities. It acknowledges people’s differences and through student led activities and ideas encourages tolerance and acceptance of all,
thus, making school a safer place for all.
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Partnerships

Tricentia Academy is still supported by many partnerships from the communities that it serves. The IMTT (Transshipment Facility)
continues to sponsor the literacy program at our school. This program allows us to support and encourage literacy initiatives for all
students. As well, it gives us tremendous support by allowing us to purchase additional resources for students.

The Lion’s Clubs of Arnold’s Cove, Come-By-Chance and Sunnyside support the Speak-Off competition that is extremely successful
at our school. This year we saw participants from Grade Four to Level Three.

Tricentia Academy is supported by many partners from all communities. They include many parent volunteers, business support for
various initiatives and other organizations. It is not possible to list all contributors, however, the students and staff of Tricentia
Academy would like to thank all those individuals who contribute to making our school a wonderful place to learn.

Provincial Assessment Data

Reading Records for Grades 1 and 2

Grade 1: Percentage of Students (in June) at or above the Provincial benchmark

Grade 1 Enrolment = 16

2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15

School Region Province School Region Province School Region Province School Region Province
64.3 60.2 60.2 75.0 60.2 59.3 64.3 54.7 53.7 68.8 52.0 51.4

What do these results tell us?
Ø Upward trend identified for the last four years
Ø Positive results for our reading levels in relation to region/province
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Grade 2: Percentage of Students (in June) at or above the Provincial benchmark

Grade 2 Enrolment = 14

2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15

School Region Province School Region Province School Region Province School Region Province
75.0 68.1 66.9 66.9 65.5 64.3 61.6 60.5 71.4 54.7 54.9

What do these results tell us?

Ø Inconsistent trend identified for the last four years
Ø Consistently above province and region
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Provincial Assessment data by strand for grades 3, 6 and 9

Grade 3 English Language Arts

Grade 3 Enrolment = 13

2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15

School Region Province School Region Province Schoo
l

Regio
n

Province School Region Province

Multiple Choice

Reading 56.1 67.8 67.5 68.8 73.0 72.7 76.8 84.0 83.6

Constructed Response: Percentage of students meeting/exceeding grade level expectations

Demand
Writing

63.2 81.5 81.7 66.3 65.3 64.4 78.8 75.1 73.4

Poetic/Fictio
n

16.7 48.8 47.9 50.0 66.9 65.2 54.6 72.0 71.0

Informational
Non-Fiction

64.7 64.3 64.4 87.5 80.3 80.1 90.9 82.7 82.5

What do these results tell us?

Ø Upward trend identified in all subtests for the last four years
Ø Above province and district in three of the four subtests
Ø Poetic/fiction has been identified as the area of weakness for the last four years
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Grade 3 Mathematics

Grade 3 Enrolment = 13
2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15

School Region Province School Region Province School Region Province School Region Provinc
e

Multiple Choice

Number
Concepts

70.3 78.5 78.3 51.1 71.7 72.9

Number
Operations

54.4 72.8 72.5 30.3 64.3 65.5

Shape and
Space

50.0 73.9 74.8

Constructed Response: Percentage of students meeting/exceeding grade level expectations

Number
Concepts

61.5 73.7 75.9

Number
Operations

18.2 53.5 55.4

Shape &
Space

16.7 61.9 64.5

Mental Math 61.5 82.2 83.8

Problem
Solving

84.2 83.5 82.6 14.3 54.2 56.4

Reasoning 73.7 72.9 72.2 0.0 31.9 34.4

Communicatio
n

73.7 74.4 73.4 0.0 31.9 34.4

What do these results tell us?
Ø Our students scored significantly lower than the province and the district in all subtests
Ø Problem solving and reasoning has been an area of weakness that has trended over the years
Ø Constructed response/reasoning is an area of focus on this year’s school development plan
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Grade 6 English Language Arts

Grade 6 Enrolment = 20

2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15

School Region Province School Region Province Schoo
l

Regio
n

Provinc
e

School Region Province

Multiple Choice

Reading 71.8 71.6 71.1 76.9 79.0 78.5 76.2 81.5 81.0

Constructed Response: Percentage of students meeting/exceeding grade level expectations

Demand
Writing

54.6 74.8 74.9 71.7 78.9 76.5 77.3 86.0 85.1

Poetic/Fictio
n

30.0 49.9 50.4 72.2 83.6 82.1 70.6 86.6 86.3

Informational
/Non-Fiction

45.0 57.3 58.6 80.0 83.9 83.6 82.4 89.6 89.2

What do these results tell us?

Ø Upward trends have been identified in two of the four subtests
Ø Our students scored lower than the province and the district in all subtests
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Grade 6 Mathematics

Grade 6 Enrolment = 20

2011/12 2011/13 2013/14 2014/15

School Region Province Schoo
l

Regio
n

Provinc
e

School Region Province School Region Provinc
e

Multiple Choice

Number
Concepts

63.8 67.1 67.2 47.5 57.2 58.0

Number
Operations

66.1 62.0 62.4 66.0 63.3 64.1

Patterns &
Relations

55.5 53.8 54.6

Shape&
Space

64.4 68.7 69.7

Constructed Response: Percentage of students meeting/exceeding grade level expectations

Number
Concepts

37.5 60.0 61.6

Number
Operations

62.5 66.1 66.4

Patterns &
Relations

56.3 49.7 52.6

Shape &
Space

56.3 60.4 61.5

Mental Math 68.8 76.1 76.7

Problem
Solving

57.9 65.7 65.6 43.8 60.4 62.1

Reasoning 42.1 58.3 58.9 50.0 50.7 52.7

Communicatio
n

47.4 56.8 56.6 50.0 50.7 52.7
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What do these results tell us?
Ø Inconsistent results are identified
Ø Problem solving and reasoning has been an area of weakness that has trended over the years
Ø More analysis of internal data required to identify trends
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Grade 9 English Language Arts

Grade 9 Enrolment = 23

2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15

School Region Province School Region Province School Region Provinc
e

School Region Province

Multiple Choice

Poetic/Fictio
n

71.4 67.3 66.6

Informational
/Non-Fiction

71.4 77.1 76.8 52.5 56.7 55.9 67.7 68.7 68.4

Constructed Response: Percentage of students meeting/exceeding grade level expectations

Demand
Writing

93.1 91.5 90.6 85.7 93.6 92.7 90.9 86.1 85.3

Poetic/Fictio
n

81.8 92.6 91.9

Informational
/Non-Fiction

81.8 90.9 88.8 95.8 87.5 86.2 81.8 80.7 80.6

What do these results tell us?
Ø Our students scored above province and district two out of the three subtests
Ø Constructed response/reasoning has been an area of focus. Improvements and upward trends have been identified.
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Grade 9 Mathematics

Grade 9 Enrolment = 23

2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15

School Region Province School Region Province School Region Province School Region Province

Multiple Choice

Number
Concepts

63.3 68.0 68.0 65.1 66.1 66.6

Number
Operations

63.3 68.0 68.0 65.1 66.1 66.6

Patterns
and
Relations

70.0 70.8 70.7 78.7 71.0 71.3

Shape
&Space

77.1 72.8 73.3

Statistics
and
Probabilit

y

80.0 85.8 85.5 76.0 63.2 65.4

Constructed Response: Percentage of students meeting/exceeding grade level expectations

Patterns
and
Relations

45.4 55.2 55.2

Number 61.2 68.1 68.1

Criteria 72.0 64.0 65.5

Ø What do these results tell us? Number concepts are very low and is trending low in previous assessments
Ø Problem solving is also an area of concern that our students have previously scored low in
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Public Exam data (4-year trend data (average final mark))

Course 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15

Schoo
l

Region Provinc
e

Schoo
l

Region Provinc
e

Schoo
l

Region Provinc
e

Schoo
l

Region Provinc
e

French 3200 71.0 71.6 72.7

Français 3202 75.3 75.6 76.0 75.7 74.6 75.0 75.4 75.7

Mathematics 3205/3200 80.1 79.1 80.4 79.8 79.8 79.8 77.8 77.9 86.0 76.2 77.4

Mathematics 3204/3201 45.0 62.6 62.8 66.0 60.6 61.3 74.5 63.5 63.8 66.8 66.1 66.1

World Geography 3202 66.2 68.4 68.8 76.8 68.2 70.0 74.5 68.9 70.1 77.3 68.8 69.7

World History 3201 70.0 70.5 67.6 68.6 69.9 70.4 69.7 69.7

Histoire mondiale 3231 74.9 74.7 74.8 72.7 71.7 70.9 73.5 72.2

Biology 3201 55.0 66.1 65.9 58.9 67.5 66.5 65.2 65.3 61.7 68.1 67.6

Chemistry 3202 60.7 72.2 71.3 61.9 71.6 71.9 68.3 72.4 72.8 71.6 72.0 72.8

Physics 3204 57.5 74.6 74.5 67.4 74.8 75.0 74.0 72.8 73.3 93.0 72.5 73.4

Earth Systems 3209 63.2 62.6 60.3 60.3 62.5 61.8 60.9 61.1

English 3201 58.7 65.2 65.0 70.1 69.6 69.3 73.0 70.8 70.6 68.5 70.6 69.9

What do these results tell us?
Ø Our results are consistent with the province and district
Ø Biology results are significantly below the region and the province. However, positive upward trends are identified
Ø Poetry and Media Deconstruction are identified as areas that our students scored low in. Positive trends have been

identified in this area
Ø Multiple Choice questions and problem solving questions posed the biggest challenge for our students
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Advanced/Academic/General Enrolment

Percentage of Students enrolled in Academic/Advanced/General Level III courses

High School Enrolment = 85

2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15

School Region Province School Region Province School Region Province School Region Province
Advanced
Mathematic

s
(Math 3200)

0.0 21.6 21.2 31.3 20.5 19.6 14.7 25.1 21.7 11.1 26.1 22.7

Academic
Mathematic

s
(Math 3201)

84.4 58.2 58.4 65.6 62.6 62.5 38.2 56.4 56.8 83.3 57.1 58.4

Applied
Mathematic

s
(Math 3202)

15.6 20.3 20.5 3.1 16.9 17.9 47.1 18.5 21.5 5.6 16.8 19.0

Academic
English
(English

3201)

62.1 79.3 76.6 69.7 79.0 76.5 51.4 81.7 79.2 80.0 82.0 79.3

General
English
(English

3202)

37.9 20.7 23.4 30.3 21.0 23.5 48.7 18.4 20.8 20.0 18.0 20.8

What do these results tell us?

Ø Excellent ratio of Academic to General students
Ø Lower percentage of students enrolling in advanced courses
Ø Students are encouraged and strongly recommended to enroll in a program that is best suited to their academic
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abilities.

Graduation Rate and Status

Percentage of Eligible Graduates that Graduate and Percentage of Graduates with Honours, Academic, or General

High School Enrolment = 85

2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15

School Region Province School Region Province School Region Province School Region Province

Graduation
Rate

84.2 92.5 92.7 96.4 96.0 95.7 92.6 94.9 95.2 96.7 93.9 94.0

Graduation Status

Honours 6.3 30.5 27.7 29.6 30.5 28.7 40.0 30.7 29.3 20.7 33.1 31.1

Academi
c

50.0 40.8 40.1 33.3 39.4 38.2 32.0 42.4 40.2 31.0 42.6 41.4

General 43.8 28.7 32.2 37.0 30.1 33.2 28.0 26.9 30.5 48.3 24.3 27.5

What do these results tell us?
Ø Higher number of students graduating with a General Program than previous years
Ø This corresponds with the abilities of the students who graduated
Ø Students are encouraged and strongly recommended to enroll in a program that is best suited to their academic

abilities.
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Scholarships

Number of Level III students = 33

Total Scholarship/Bursary Offers
2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15

Number of Students Awarded a
Scholarship or Bursary

100 100 110 110

Total (estimated) Dollar Figure Offered
(all students)

$3000 $3200 $3200 $3600

What do these results tell us?
Ø Excellent number of contributions from the community and parents for our awards program
Ø There is a gradual increase in the amount of money and the number of scholarships distributed each year

Other Scholarships awarded to our Level Three students include:

Bank of Montreal $10,200
Ella Manual Bursary $1500
ESD Scholarship $1000
Electoral Scholarship $1000
Skill Trades (ESD) $500
Skill Trades $10,000
CONA Entrance $3500
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Internal Assessment Data

The Internal Assessment Data collected by the school reinforces the data collected through the
External Data of the Provincial Assessments. Most of the data collected on the Provincial
Assessment is in line with the internal data collected on school assessments. In some cases the
school data shows our students performing at a slightly higher level than the external data. This
may be the result of the fact that the school data is a combination of many different types of
assessment while the external data is collected using a more formal testing assessment. As a
result the students are given more opportunity to succeed using a variety of assessment tools
which allow them opportunities to build on their individual strengths. By combining all this
data, it is hoped that we can get a clear picture of a student’s strengths and needs. It also gives
the teachers an opportunity to assess their teaching to see if there are areas which may need
improvement or reinforce the things that are done well.

Critical thinking and problem solving skills have been identified as challenges for our students.
This has been reflected in both external and internal types of assessments. Opportunities and
strategies are built into our school development plan to address this challenge.
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Report on School Development Plan for Previous Year

Goal 1

Objective 1.1 To improve student
achievement in poetry

Objective 1.2 To improve student
achievement, motivation and work ethic in
Science

Objective 1.3 To improve student
achievement, motivation and work ethic in
Math

Evaluation 1.1 Upward trends exist at
Grade Three, Six and Nine. Trends in
High school has been consistent around
provincial averages.

Evaluation 1.2 Provincial Assessment data
shows below province in many areas.
There has been an increase in the numbers
of “hands on”, activity/lab based learning
experiences. A more detailed focus and
review is required in this area.

Evaluation 1.3 High School Math scores
have been at the provincial average or
above consistently in recent years.
Limited data is available at the Primary
and Elementary levels. This limited data
is below provincial averages.
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Goal 2

Objective 2.1 To educate and encourage
students to participate in physical activities.

Objective 2.2 To increase students feeling
safety in school.

Objective 2.3 To help students understand
the correlation between physical and
mental health.

Evaluation 2.1 Many opportunities for
physical activities exist during the school
day and after school. Participation in
various co-curricular such as Volleyball,
Basketball, Ball Hockey etc. remains high.
Primary/Elementary sports activities after
school are well attended. Utilization of our
playground is a concern due to safety
reasons. We are exploring other
possibilities to have it operational again
before the spring of 2016.

Evaluation 2.2 Continued to build and
expand on LGBTQ/Inclusion group
activities. Digital citizenship and related
topics were introduced and reinforced
throughout the curriculum at all Grade
levels. Focus groups were held with
students to reinforce various social issues,
such as bullying.

Evaluation 2.3 Tricentia Academy hosted a
very successful Wellness Day in the spring
of 2015. Many outside presenters shared
valuable messages during the day. Many
positive messages were given by students.

Goal 3

Objective 3.1 On-going PD on 21st century
learning tools to support DI with a focus
on problem-solving

Objective 3.2 On-going use of 21st century
learning tools to support DI with a focus on
the latest digital developments to aid
problem solving

Objective 3.3 To expose students to
information on learning styles and to help
determine the learning style that best suits
each individual

Evaluation 3.1 Teacher are continuously
exploring and sharing new practices that
engage students through different forms of
technology. PD sessions are attended and
requested by many teachers.

Evaluation 3.2 Smartboards, Ipads,
computers and hand held devices are used
by a large percentage of students and
teachers. Different forms of technology is
used in many classes depending on the
activities and lessons taught.

Evaluation 3.3 A variety of learning
opportunities and DI approaches are used
to meet the needs of all students.
Individual program reviews are done to
ensure that the variety of instruction is
suited to the learning styles of the
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student.
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School Development Plan for Current Year

Tricentia Academy
1 Year School Development Plan Template 2015-16

Goal 1: To increase student achievement across the curriculum through enhanced learning within an
inclusive environment

Objective1.1 Improve student achievement in
Reading and Writing

Objective 1.2 Improve student achievement
through motivation and work
ethic

Objective 1.3 Improve student achievement, in
Mathematical Reasoning and
Communication

Strategies:
1.1.1 Implementation and use of the LLI (K-3)
1.1.2 Continuation of use of the K-6 LA

Assessment Framework
1.1.3 Use the BAS Kit (K-6)
1.1.4 Guided Reading in the classroom
1.1.5 Daily 5
1.1.6 Oral reading in all subject areas
1.1.7 Book Talks; Buddy Reading; Speak-Out;

Reading Jamboree; Student Reader;
Cross-Grade Buddy Reading; Reading
Incentive Program

1.1.8 In Early Sept…PT time for data analysis
on previous years’ final exams and current
year’s internal data, if available

1.1.9 Multiple choice strategies…ex how to
pick out distracters

1.2.0 Focus on additional Poetry text
1.2.1 Use references to justify the effect of

literary devices
1.2.2 Introduce “How to Study” sessions for

students at Junior High level (this needs
to be implemented to Grades 7-9 next year

Strategies:
1.1.1 Positive Behaviour Supports (PBS)
1.1.2 In early Sept., PL time for data

analysis (staff)
1.1.3 Involvement in events such as Art

Show, Science Fair, Speak-Out; Math
Days; Reading Incentive Program;
Guest Speakers and Presenters; Field
Trips; Sports Day; Dinner-hour
Intramurals; Kiwanis; Concerts;
Sports Days

11.4 In Early Sept…PL time for data
analysis on previous year’s final
exams

1.1.5 Multiple choice strategies…ex how
to pick out distracters, using these
items on all assessments, provide
workings to eliminate multiple guess

1.1.6 ”How to Study” sessions for students,
maybe during the first week of classes
or have a session each month

1.1.7 Organizational Strategies…Student
binders, folder, portfolios, etc.

Strategies:
1.1.1 Use the Scoring Guide for Mathematical

processes
1.1.2 Avail of the Math Program Specialist – Once

per term at K-6 Divisionals, as a minimum
1.1.3 Create, administer, and assess (jointly)

constructed response items
1.1.4 Model response items (using rubric)
1.1.5 Self/Peer -assessments items (using rubric)
1.1.6 Regularly scheduled Journal entries
1.1.7 Implement math days, math labs, pi days etc.
1.1.8 In Early Sept…PL time for data analysis on

previous year’s final exams to determine if
there are any major concepts that need to be
highlighted

1.1.9 Multiple choice strategies…ex how to pick out
distracters, using these items on all assessments,
provide workings to eliminate multiple guess
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and then to Grade 7’s every year after.
This should administered by guidance and

special services)
1.2.3 Incorporate Organizational

strategies…Student binders, folder
1.2.4 Model more writing examples in CR and

DW.
1.2.5 Show more exemplars…to direct and

motivate
1.2.6 To increase student exposure to artistic

visuals to improve achievement in visual
artistic literacy

1.2.7 Provide additional personal response
opportunities

1.2.0 Continue to employ effective
communication tools, ie. power school,
academic alerts, phone calls, agendas,
webpages etc..

1.2.1 To help and encourage students to set up
peer tutoring using various forms of
social media…example facebook

Indicators of Success:
1.1 *Improved scores on provincial assessments

*Literacy Framework Portfolios in use
*Improved levels on the BAS Kit

Indicators of Success:
1.2 *Participation in science fairs

*Survey results
*Increased use of labs
*Professional development sessions
*Divisional time scheduled

Indicators of Success:
1.3 *Improved scores on provincial assessments

*Increased number of Math activities
*Occurrence of Professional development
re: Smartboard or Teamboard

*Survey results reflecting occurrence of Math
activities
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Goal 2: To create and maintain a school culture that fosters a safe, healthy, caring, socially just and
collaborative inclusive learning environment.

Objective Objective Objective
Objective 2.1 Educate and encourage students to

participate in physical activities
Objective 2.2 Increase students feeling of

safety in school
Objective 2.3 To help students understand the

correlation between physical and mental
health

Strategies:
2.1.1 To continue with school-wide physical

activities such as Walk–to-Breakfast, Terry
Fox Run and Healthy Commotion Day

2.1.2 To increase use of fitness training equipment
2.1.3 To provide opportunities and to encourage all

students to participate in various co-
curricular activities

2.1.4 Lunchtime Intramural program
2.1.5 Regular use of the playground
2.1.6 Quality Daily Fitness

Strategies:
2.1.1 To maintain a LGBTQ/Inclusion Group
2.1.2 To continue with the Roots of Empathy

Program in Grade 4
2.1.3 Regular student divisional meetings with

administration to hear student concerns
2.1.4 Promote digital citizenship and provide

lessons on digital citizenship
2.1.5 To implement PBS and SOS
2.1.6 To maintain an effective tragic events

school team
2.1.7 Student representative on the School

Council

Strategies:
2.3.1 To plan and organize a mental health awareness

day
2.3.2 To integrate topics of mental wellness into all

curriculum areas
2.3.3 To communicate expectations of code of conduct

to all stakeholders
2.3.4 Look into/brainstorming/implementing

sessions/strategies for students recognizing and
dealing with their own anxiety and stress (ie: social
stories)

Indicators of Success:
2.2 *Involvement in committee

*Increase in involvement in oral
presentations
*Number of meetings held

Indicators of Success:
2.3 *Observations/recognition of students using

coping strategies
*Students knowledge of stress and coping
*Occurrence of School Wellness Day
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Goal 3: To enhance the learning opportunities for students and staff for 21st Century Learning within
an inclusive environment.

Objective 3.1 On-going PD on 21st century
learning tools to support DI with a
focus on problem-solving

Objective 3.2 On-going use of 21st century
learning tools to support DI with
a focus on latest digital
developments to aid in problem
solving

Objective 3.3 To expose students to information on
learning styles and help determine the
learning style that best suits each
individual

Strategies:
3.1.1 Teachers within school will lead PD

sessions for sharing expertise {staff
meetings, school shut-down sessions, one-
on-one/small group sessions}

3.1.2 Avail of District PD
3.1.3 Online PD
3.1.4 Dreambox and ixl
3.1.5 IPads minis in the classroom
3.1.6 Online resources
3.1.7 Brainpop; Tumblebooks; Bird Tales;

Storyline Online;

Strategies:
3.2.1 Use interactive white boards/teamboards
3.2.2 Use of computers and hand-held devices

(IPads, ect)
3.2.3 Book resource room to ensure use of

computers
3.2.4 Implement/organizational/independent

work skills strategies.
3.2.5 To establish a digital citizenship plan
3.2.6 Introduce proper use of 21st century

learning tools

Strategies:
3.3.1 Provide opportunities for students to use

21st century learning tools
3.3.2 Integration of problem solving strategies

using 21st century learning tools
3.3.3 School Wellness Day to encourage student

involvement in addressing learning styles,
organizational and study strategies, etc.

Indicators of Success:
3.1 *Number of teachers involved with various

types of sessions, and number of sessions
that occur

*Number of teachers involved and name of
session(s) attended

*Number of teachers involved and name of
online session(s)

* Progress through levels of Dreambox and
ixl

Indicators of Success:
3.2 *Number of interactive white boards in

use and observed increase in amount of
use in classroom for teaching and learning
*Increase in productive use of computers
and hand-held devices
*Resource room schedule to reveal
amount of use by teachers and classes
*Number of teachers who are
implementing these strategies in their
courses on a regular basis

Indicators of Success:
3.3 *Students’ acceptance/proficiency in the

proper use of tools in learning
*Increase in the number of classes where
tools are being used, and increase in the
number of completed student projects and
assignments involving use of tools

*Increase in the number of courses/situations
where problem-solving and tools are used
together
*Occurrence of School Wellness Day
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